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ABSTRACT
In this paper a region-based color image watermarking algo-
rithm is presented. The objective of the method is to em-
bed a particular message in each region of interest (ROI)
in the image. The embedding message has to be detected
after image manipulations such as cropping, rotations and
color JPEG compression. By using shape information, the
embedding message is synchronized with each ROI on each
color component Y, Cr and Cb. To embed information non-
rounded DCT coefficients are watermarked. Experimental
results demonstrate the performance of the algorithm against
spatial and frequential attacks.

1. INTRODUCTION

Several techniques have been proposed in the literature to
embed information in digital images [1]. Watermarking ap-
plications include copyright protection, authentication, em-
bedded and hidden information. Our color watermarking
method is developed for these last applications. The length
of embedded data can be relatively important, between 5 and
200 bits in each region of interest (ROI) according to their
sizes. The current paper presents a technique for color water-
marking of images, based on non-rounded DCT-coefficients
[2]. This method belongs to a class of embedding schemes
called quantization index modulation (QIM) [3]. The hidden
data are synchronized with the ROIs. This method mainly
protects against interaction with visual content, geometrical
manipulations [4] and JPEG compression. The paper is orga-
nized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the ROIs and the
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is presented. Section
3 describes our color DCT-based watermarking method. In
Section 4, we present and analyze some concluding results.

2. ROIS EXTRACTION AND DESCRIPTORS

Section 2.1, we present the ROIs detection by segmentation.
From these ROIs, a binary mask is obtained. In Section 2.2,
each ROI is analyzed and defined by several descriptors. Sec-
tion 2.3, we describe the synchronization between hidden
data and image.

2.1 Content-mask obtention

Our objective is to use image regions, which may not com-
pletely correspond to an object, but are generated by a sim-
ple segmentation algorithm. First, the color image is con-
verted to grey-level format. Then a region-growing algorithm
is used. Each ROI consists of a subset of pixels forming a
shaped area of the image. To illustrate this process, segmen-
tation is applied on the original image “Fish”, Figure 1.a, and

we obtain the associated content-mask, illustrated Figure 1.b.
After segmentation, the image is a set of convex areas. The
ROI are reduced by a set of erosion and dilatation. We lost
information about the ROI outlines but we increase the ro-
bustness. Then the region-labeling algorithm indicates all the
ROIs. Each pixel obtains a label LROI , which depends on the
intensity of pixel and its local neighborhood (4-connexity).
After ROI extraction, an analysis is necessary to synchronize
correctly the hiding data.

(a) (b)
Figure 1: a) The original image “Fish”, b) The associated
binary mask.

2.2 ROI features

In an attempt to detect the embedded data after geometri-
cal modifications, we insert information in a frame of refer-
ence depending on each ROI shape. To this end, we define
two features of ROI: the position indicator and the orienta-
tion and shape descriptor. To indicate the position of ROI in
the image, we use the spatial centre GROI . The moments of
first degree noted µi

�
ROI � and µ j

�
ROI � precisely locate this

singular point of ROI. This centroid GROI is the origin of a
specific frame of reference. Then, to build this frame, we
have to determinate two directions specific to the ROI. We
employ the PCA in an attempt to obtain the principal direc-
tions of the ROI. To determinate them, the ROI moments of
the second degree are calculated. We obtain the horizontal
variance Vi

�
ROI � , the vertical variance V j

�
ROI � , and the co-

variance Vi j

�
ROI � . This set of coefficients is represented by

a 2 � 2 covariance matrix C0

�
ROI � noted:

C0

�
ROI ��� �

Vi

�
ROI � Vi j

�
ROI �

Vi j

�
ROI � V j

�
ROI ���	� (1)

An analysis of this matrix gives two eigenvalues λ1

�
ROI �

and λ2

�
ROI � and two associated eigenvectors 
V1

�
ROI � and
V2

�
ROI � [5]. These vectors denote directions providing max-

imal variance of the ROI. In this context, these couples�
λ � 
V  represent the major and minor axes of the ROI. These



two axes are illustrated in Figure 2. Associated with the cen-
troid GROI , they form a frame of reference adapted to receive
the hidden data. The hidden data are consequently oriented
and synchronized according to each frame of reference.

Figure 2: The appropriate frame of reference with the build-
ing order of blocks.

2.3 Synchronization of hidden data according to the
ROIs

Our watermarking method implies several constraints on the
unitary blocks of N pixels. Firstly, the block size is nor-
malized in order to use a unique and fast detection process.
Then, the block is generated according to the ROI shape. The
eigenvectors are the two oriented sides of block. The block
is also a set of N 2D variables pb

�
i � j � (pixels of block) with

0 � b � N. The unitary block is specifically oriented and
adapted to each ROI.
Then, to embed data, a building order is followed. We use
one more time the couples

�
λ � 
V  and the centroid GROI to

determinate the insertion path, noted IpROI . IpROI is a tidy
set of m starting pixels spk with 0 � k � m and m the num-
ber of embedded bits in the ROI. Each point spk is the origin
of a unitary block. The coordinates

�
ispk
� jspk

� of these pix-
els spk are added to each pb

�
i � j � . We also obtain a set of m

tidy blocks built with N pixels. In other hand, IpROI has an
eccentric growth. The first pixels spk are near the centre of
gravity GROI and the last pixels are near the ROI outline. The
development of IpROI is illustrated Figure 2. The embedding
capacity depends at the same time on each ROI shape and
size.

3. COLOR DCT-BASED WATERMARKING
METHOD

To detect data after JPEG compression, we have created a
method that is adapted to the main stages of JPEG algorithm
[6]. The Section 3.1 shows how to use the color conversion
to increase the redundancy. Then, in Section 3.2, we describe
the function of DCT coefficients. Finally, in Section 3.3, we
present the watermarking by induction.

3.1 Color conversion and redundancy

Color conversion is a part of the redundancy removal process
in JPEG algorithm. JPEG handles colors as separate compo-
nents. To resist against this first compression process, our
method uses the same color conversion in order to increase
the redundancy of messages. The image is also converted
to YCrCb format. The messages, specific to each ROI, are
embedded three times, one time by component. All the bits

of the message are embedded on each component according
to the synchronization described Section 2.3. Consequently,
three watermarked channels Y’, Cr’ and Cb’ are obtained.
Then, an inverse transformation of color space is done. Three
new watermarked components are obtained R’, G’ and B’.
Finally a color watermarked image is built with these three
watermarked channels.

3.2 The function of DCT coefficients

In JPEG compression algorithm, after the stage of color con-
version, each channel is transformed from the spatial domain
into the frequency domain. This process consists of divid-
ing the luminance and chrominance information into square
(typically 8 � 8) blocks and applying a two-dimensional Dis-
crete Cosine Transform (DCT) to each block. Concerning
our method, the used block are obtained after the PCA of the
ROIs, presented Section 2 � 2. For each block k of the image,
we obtain the follow DCT continuous component:

Fk

�
0 � 0 ��� 1

n

n � 1

∑
i � 0

n � 1

∑
j � 0

pk

�
i � j � � 1

n

N � 1

∑
x � 0

pk

�
x � � (2)

where pk

�
x � is the intensity of pixel x in the block k, n the

block side and N the pixels number of the block.
In the third stage of JPEG algorithm, each block of DCT co-
efficients is quantized. Each Fk

�
0 � 0 � coefficient is divided by

q
�
0 � 0 � which is the first coefficient of quantization table. The

resulting numerical value is rounded. The originality of our
method is in this stage. We not round the resulting numeri-
cal value corresponding to the quantized DC component. We
also have:

F �k � 0 � 0 ��� Fk

�
0 � 0 �

q
�
0 � 0 � � (3)

where F �k � 0 � 0 � is a floating value and not either an integer
value. Contrary of JPEG algorithm, the floating part is kept
then used during our watermarking process.

3.3 Inductive watermarking

Taking into account the constraint of robustness with re-
gard to compression, in particular JPEG, several methods
have been developed in the coefficients issued from the DCT
transform [7]. Our method follows this JPEG-based ap-
proach. But the use of non-rounded DCT coefficients is new
and original. The watermarking scheme which belongs to the
QIM class [3] becomes inductive.
Firstly, we evaluate the nearest even integer which is inferior
or equal to F �k � 0 � 0 � . Then the difference between F �k � 0 � 0 �
and this integer is noted RF �k � 0 � 0 � . We obtain:

RF �k � 0 � 0 � � F �k � 0 � 0 �
	�� F �k � 0 � 0 �2

 � 2 and RF �k � 0 � 0 ����� 0 � 2 � (4)

where �  represents the rounded value, the nearest inferior
integer. RF �k � 0 � 0 � is the value which is modified in order to

embed data. Algorithm is normalized so as to detect the em-
bedded bit bk as follows:

bk � ���
if 0 � 0 � RF �k � 0 � 0 � � 1 � 0 ��
if 1 � 0 � RF �k � 0 � 0 � � 2 � 0 � (5)

Two values allow a maximum variance without error: the
middles of intervals i.e. 0 � 5 and 1 � 5. Indeed with these val-
ues, bk is correctly detected even if RF �k � 0 � 0 � varies of 0 � 5.

Consequently the watermarked value of RF �k � 0 � 0 � is equal to:



RF �kw � 0 � 0 � � bk � 0 � 5 � (6)

where RF �kw � 0 � 0 � is the stable value of the remainder RF �k � 0 � 0 �
specific to the embedded bit bk.
The objective of our watermarking method is to modify pix-
els in order to have RF �k � 0 � 0 � � RF �kw � 0 � 0 � . To this end, we define

dk as the difference between these values. We also have:
dk � RF �kw � 0 � 0 � 	 RF �k � 0 � 0 � � bk � 0 � 5 	 RF �k � 0 � 0 � � (7)

This difference is proportional to the number of modified pix-
els in the block k. Indeed a modification of pixel intensi-
ties transforms Fk

�
0 � 0 � and consequently F �k � 0 � 0 � . Then this

variation of F �k � 0 � 0 � modifies RF �k � 0 � 0 � . The pixels number to

modify is Ndk
:

Ndk
� � n � q

�
0 � 0 � ��� dk �  � (8)

where n is the side of the block k and q(0,0) the first coeffi-
cient of quantization table.
We underline that only a part of pixels of the block are mod-
ified. But if Ndk � n2 then

�
Ndk

	 n2 � pixels should be modi-

fied twice. The modified pixels are selected in order to reduce
the variance in the block. In this way, the pixels modifica-
tions are invisible. Their intensities only change one or two
grey level. The following equation describes this transforma-
tion:

p �k � x � � pk

�
x � � sign

�
dk � � (9)

where p �k � x � is the intensity of modified pixel x.
Finally, we obtain a watermarked block composed of mod-
ified and original pixels. To detect the embedded bit in the
block k, we calculate the quantized and watermarked DCT
Direct component F �Wk

�
0 � 0 � . Thus, we have:

F � kw

�
0 � 0 � � 1

n � q
�
0 � 0 �

��
Ndk
� 1

∑
x � 0

p �k � x � � N � 1

∑
x � Ndk

pk

�
x ���� (10)

Then we read the LSB of F � kw

�
0 � 0 � which is equal to the

embedded bit bk.
Figure 3 gives the complete scheme of our watermarking
method. It shows the PCA, the two symmetric color con-
versions and the DCT-based watermarking method.
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Figure 3: DCT-based watermarking method.

4. RESULTS

In this section we apply the proposed technique on image
“Fish”

�
429 � 347 � , presented in Figure 1.a. In Section 4.1,

we describe the insertion and detection schemes. Then our
algorithm has been confronted with three treatments: image
cropping in Section 4.2, rotation in Section 4.3, and JPEG
color compression in Section 4.4.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 4: a) Insertion path and watermarked blocks, b) Y
watermarked component, c) Color watermarked image, d)
Difference between original and watermarked image.

4.1 Insertion and detection of data in a standard image

In the image “Fish” Figure 1.a, there is only one object on a
clearly background. After segmentation, the object becomes
a ROI where a message will be embedded. Then the PCA
is applied to obtain the characteristics such as principal di-
rections. These features are necessary to embed blocks of
watermarked pixels. The Figure 4.a shows the ROI shape
and the watermarked blocks built according to the insertion
path IpROI .
After this analyze, the watermarking method start. To in-
crease the robustness, we have chosen to embed many times
the messages. The redundancy is double. First the bits of
message are repeated twice in the ROI. Then the color in-
formation is used to embed the information three times: one
time by color component. The chosen color decomposition
space is YCrCb because it is used in color JPEG algorithm.
The Y watermarked component is presented Figure 4.b. Fi-
nally the watermarked color image is built with the three wa-
termarked channels. The embedded data are invisible as the
Figure 4.c shows it. But if we make the difference pixel by
pixel between the original image Figure 1.a and the water-
marked image Figure 4.c we visualize the embedded blocks
in Figure 4.d. The PSNR between these two images is equal
to 42 � 85 dB. The line 2 of Table 1 gives the results of de-
tection in the ROI. Errors are explained by the color space
transformation. After vote, all embedded bits are correctly
detected.

% of right bits
Modification On Y On Cr On Cb after

Component Component Component vote
Without 98.2 99.6 100 100

Cropping 89.8 96.0 99.6 100
Rotation 55.4 93.3 98.7 100

Compression
(QF=80%) 56.3 88.0 85.3 100

Table 1: Results of bits detection according to modifications,
on Y, Cr and Cb components then after vote.



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
Figure 5: a) Crop of watermarked image, b) Detection and
visualization of watermarked blocks, c) 5 Degrees rotation
of color watermarked image “Fish”, d) Color label image
with watermarked blocks obtained after rotation, e) Com-
pressed color watermarked image with QF = 80%, f) Dif-
ference between original and compressed color watermarked
image with QF = 80%.

4.2 Robustness against image cropping

The Figure 5.a shows the results of cropping on the water-
marked image ”Fish”, Figure 4.c. Only 68 % of image is re-
covered but the ROI stays complete. We obtain the detected
blocks illustrated Figure 5.b. The results of detection after
cropping image are given in Table 1. In the recovered ROI,
some errors are detected. They are explained by the color
space transformation. But after the vote, all bits are rightly
detected. We can conclude that the synchronization resists to
the cropping image if the ROI stays of course complete.

4.3 Robustness against Rotations

In this subsection, a 5 degree rotation is applied on water-
marked image Figure 4.c. A rotated image is obtained Figure
5.c. After segmentation, we obtain the rotated ROI and we
start the PCA. Then the detection path and the watermarked
blocks are detected, Figure 5.d. We can observe that the ROI
principal axes are just turned of 5 degrees. So the detection
path stays usable. But if the principal axes change, the shape
of watermarked blocks changes equally. It is explained by
the discrete structure of images. It is one of reasons of de-
tected errors in Table 1. With the double redundancy, the bits
are watermarked 6 times, 2 times by channels. So a process
of vote corrects errors. In the ROI, the message is correctly
detected. Therefore our synchronization resists to rotations.

4.4 Detection results after Compression

In this subsection we applied the color JPEG algorithm on the
watermarked image, Figure 4.c, to test the robustness against
compression. The Figure 5.e shows the compressed water-
marked image with a quality factor equal to 80 %. With our

method, the detection is correct if the quality factor is supe-
rior to 75 %. Below this value, the noise is too significant.
We observe in Table 1 that the messages are correctly de-
tected thanks to the voting use. The Figure 5.f shows the
difference between the compressed and watermarked image
Figure 5.e and the original image Figure 1.a. The invisibil-
ity of watermarking is shown with the PSNR which is equal
to 36 � 15 dB. The modifications made by our watermarking
method are weak against compression modifications.

5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we have presented a color DCT-based water-
marking method, which uses the content of images. To ob-
tain the synchronization between the message and the image,
an analysis is made and several ROIs are given. Then the 3
color components Y, Cr and Cb are used to embed three times
the message. It is the first degree of redundancy. What is
more, each bit is duplicated and embedded two times. It cor-
responds to the second degree of redundancy. As a result, the
robustness is largely improved. Moreover, our watermark-
ing method is inductive because we modify the non-rounded
DCT coefficients. The watermarking is made by anticipating
the quantization.
Our method is robust to a great variety of processing such as
rotations, cropping or color JPEG compression. The embed-
ded information stays invisible. The watermarking impact
on the image is weak compared with others modifications
like compression. To improve the quantity of embedded data,
we intend to adapt the watermarked block shape to the ROI
shape. As new research orientation, we would level-headed
the size block according to the ROI size to be robust against
zoom.
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